Preformed wax patterns
for metal- ceramic

INDIVIDUAL PREFORMED WAX PATTERN FOR METAL - CERAMIC
The great advantage of this preformed wax is that with a minimum quantity of models, we can confront the most demanding
work without having to store a lot of pieces what is the reason why we had a considerable saving, more comfort and a better
use of the space. We have obtained that after a thorough study collaborating with professionals of the sector that have been
using them with great satisfaction.
TECHNICAL FEATURES: Easy manipulating with the spatula. It has a smooth efficient finish without pores. No residue when
evaporating.

INDIVIDUAL BOX OF PREFORMED WAX: individual
pieces. Box of 360 units; 5 shapes - 3 sizes. Replacements: bags of 24 units.
The technical amendments carried out in order to INCREASE the effectiveness, facilitate the work with the
spatula: wider incisive and premolars. The area which is
in contact with the tongue is more oval. These improvements facilitate a quicker work to obtain the dental piece.
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Preformed wax patterns
for metal-ceramic

PREFORMED WAX PATTERNS IN BLOCK
FOR METAL - CERAMIC
These preformed wax patterns in block have been conceived for works where more than one dental piece has to be substituted. The great advantage of these patterns is that with a minimum number of pieces we can confront the most demanding
work without having to store a great number of pieces, therefore, we get a considerable saving, more comfort and more
space. We obtained the product after a thorough study in collaboration with professionals who have been using them with
great satisfaction.
TECHNICAL FEATURES: Easy work with spatula. Plain finish without pores. Burns without traces.
BOX OF PREFORMED WAX PATTERNS IN BLOCK: Box of 432 pieces; 6 shapes, 3 sizes. Blocks of 2 piece for incisive
and 3 pieces for molars and premolars. Replacements: Bags of 24 pieces.
In order to take advantage of the space and more comfort, we have reduced the number of models from 8 to 6, therefore,
the professional can carry out a perfect work with less pieces.

CODE

DESCRIPTION

UNITS

UNITS
BOX & TYPE

SANITARY
MARK

29009- - -

bags of preformed wax
patterns

24 patterns

----

not necessary

290092- -

bags of casting
sprues triangle

12 triangles

----

not necessary

290090Z1

box of individual preformed patterns + casting
sprues triangle

360 patterns
+ 24 triangles

----

not necessary

290090Z2

box of individual preformed patterns

360 patterns

----

not necessary

290091X3

box of preformed patterns in block

432 patterns

----

not necessary
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